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PREFACE

This report documents research undertaken in support of emerging
Air Force employment strategies associated with Expeditionary
Aerospace Forces (EAFs).  EAF concepts turn on the premise that
highly effective air and space force packages that can be rapidly tai-
lored, quickly deployed, and immediately employed can serve as a
credible substitute for permanent forward presence.  Success of the
EAF will, to a great extent, depend on the effectiveness and efficiency
of the Agile Combat Support system, a core competency of the Air
Force.  Agile Combat Support focuses on speeding the deployment
and easing the sustainment of combat forces by reengineering sup-
port through improvements in responsiveness, agility, deployability,
and sustainability.

This report documents our work on restructuring deployment foot-
print.  One major obstacle in implementing the EAF is the difficulty
of deploying support infrastructure that was designed for the Cold
War.  USAF experience in Desert Storm and Kosovo has led to calls
for “footprint reduction” to speed deployment.  We argue here that
physical reduction of support processes is only one strategy in
speeding deployment, and we develop a framework and propose
tools that broaden the definition of footprint to allow the integration
of several effective strategies.  The research addressed in this report
was conducted in the Resource Management Program of Project AIR
FORCE as the project “Combat Support for Implementing the EAF:
Footprint Reduction Definition, Measurement, and Options.”  The
project was sponsored by the Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for
Installations and Logistics (AF/IL) and the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operations (AF/XO).  This report should be of interest to logisticians
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and operators in the Air Force concerned with implementing the EAF
concept.  This research project was completed in October 2001.

PROJECT AIR FORCE

Project AIR FORCE, a division of RAND, is the Air Force federally
funded research and development center (FFRDC) for studies and
analyses.  It provides the Air Force with independent analyses of
policy alternatives affecting the development, employment, combat
readiness, and support of current and future aerospace forces.  Re-
search is performed in four programs:  Aerospace Force Develop-
ment; Manpower, Personnel, and Training; Resource Management;
and Strategy and Doctrine.
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SUMMARY

EAF DEPLOYMENT AND FOOTPRINT

Since the end of the Cold War, the U.S. Air Force has frequently been
deployed overseas, often on short notice, in support of crises ranging
from humanitarian relief to Operation Desert Storm.  To meet these
challenges, the Air Force has implemented a new operational con-
cept, that of the Expeditionary Aerospace Force (EAF), which re-
places the permanent forward presence of airpower with a force that
can deploy quickly from the continental United States (CONUS) to
Forward Operating Locations (FOLs) in response to a crisis, com-
mence operations immediately on arrival, and sustain those opera-
tions as needed.  In the words of Air Force Vision 2020, “We will be
able to deploy . . . in 48 hours, fast enough to curb many crises before
they escalate.”1

However, quickly deploying the support structure for aerospace op-
erations is not easy:  The consensus of most studies is that moving
the support for a force package to an FOL with minimal infrastruc-
ture within the notional time frame of 48 hours is almost certainly
infeasible given current support process organization and equip-
ment.  The equipment and people required to support a combat de-
ployment is simply very heavy.  One primary result has been a call for
“footprint reduction,” i.e., physically reducing the amount of ma-
teriel and personnel actually deployed to FOLs.  However, for many
areas such as munitions, significant mass reduction will require sub-

______________ 
1U.S. Air Force, 2001.
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stantial investment in new technology and development:  replacing a
2000-lb bomb with a smaller munition may require more sophisti-
cated guidance, new explosives with more power, and other modifi-
cations such as new techniques for penetration.  Results from this in-
vestment will take substantial time to mature and can be technically
risky.  But with a broader definition of footprint, other strategies are
available, including time-phasing of support and remote support for
certain processes.  The objectives of this study were to define foot-
print, to establish a baseline and metrics whereby progress at reduc-
ing footprint could be monitored, and to develop an analysis frame-
work for complementary strategies for speeding deployment under
the EAF concept.

FOOTPRINT:  FROM THE COLD WAR TO THE EAF

With the advent of the EAF concept, the USAF can no longer assume
that most deployments will be to fully equipped active (“warm”)
bases.  For deployments to austere bases, all the materiel and per-
sonnel to commence and sustain operations—the deployment
“footprint”—must be provided for, whether it is moved in or prepo-
sitioned.  It is useful to distinguish three levels of footprint:  the indi-
vidual support processes, the complete package needed for a specific
force/base combination, and the package needed for a theater com-
posed of multiple forces bedded down at multiple bases.  It is a cen-
tral thesis of this report that the keystone to reducing time to de-
ployment lies in defining requirements at the force/base level and
then looking at a wide variety of strategies to cut that time, including
not only physical reductions in materiel, but also various forms of
centralized theater support.

We therefore need a set of force/base support lists for selected forces
and base types.  However, generic lists (as opposed to historical lists
from recent conflicts or from current warplans) are not currently
maintained by the Air Force and in their absence it is virtually im-
possible to track reduction.  However, by focusing on five of the
heaviest support processes (bare base housekeeping support, muni-
tions, civil engineering, vehicles, and medical), it is possible to see
how these have changed since the inception of the EAF concept in
1997.  Judging by available data, there has been little physical reduc-
tion in these areas.  This is due partially to the characteristics of the
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processes:  Munitions and earth-moving equipment are intrinsically
heavy and have not changed over those five years.  Another issue in
civil engineering is that firefighting standards became more stringent
in 2001, requiring more equipment and firefighters.  There were also
some egregious data errors relating to the bare base housekeeping
equipment.  But the most notable insight is that the different areas
have worked to reduce their footprint fairly independently, with allo-
cation of resources dictated not by the goal of reducing deployment
time over the entire base but by physical reduction only within an
area, leading to suboptimization and sometimes conflict between the
actions taken by different areas.

BEYOND FOOTPRINT:  FOOTPRINT CONFIGURATION

Many functional areas, facing severe technical obstacles to near-term
footprint reduction, instead began developing other strategies to
speed deployment such as time-phasing support.  Others provided
support from centralized Forward Support Locations (FSLs) or did
not deploy some capabilities unless they were specifically called for.

To evaluate these strategies in a coherent fashion, we developed the
concept of footprint configuration, in which the materiel and per-
sonnel required for any support process is divided into five parts:

• Initial Operating Requirement (IOR):  Needed at the FOL to ini-
tiate operations (give the base initial operating capability or
IOC).

• Full Operating Requirement (FOR):  Needed at the FOL to sustain
operations and to bring the base to full operating capability or
FOC.

• On-call:  Needed at the FOL, but only in specific circumstances.

• FSL:  Need not be at the FOL.  Can be provided at FSLs elsewhere
in theater.

• CONUS Support Location (CSL):  Need not be at the FOL or in
theater, but can be provided from the CONUS.

We expect that different support processes have different subdivi-
sions as shown in Figure S.1.  Some may need to be entirely at the
FOL, with no part even on-call (e.g., notional support process B).
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Figure S.1—Schematic Force/Base Footprint Configuration

Others may not have any part at a CSL (process E); in others, the pro-
portion in each segment may vary, along with what can be preposi-
tioned (shaded areas).  In contrast, the traditional (and somewhat
limited) view of footprint merely considers materiel initially de-
ployed to an FOL.

One advantage of the traditional concept of footprint was that its
measurement was conceptually simple:  mass of materiel and num-
ber of people to be moved.  The characteristics of footprint configu-
ration are multidimensional.  There are four primary metrics:

•••• Time to IOC.

•••• Time to FOC.

•••• Transportation resources required to move IOR.

•••• Transportation resources required to move FOR.
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Achieving desired values on these four metrics requires trading off
and controlling several other key metrics:  materiel mass and per-
sonnel, cost (investment and recurring), flexibility, risk, and the ef-
fect of reconfiguring on the current force.

DEVELOPING, EVALUATING, AND TRACKING
ALTERNATIVE FOOTPRINT CONFIGURATIONS

To implement the reconfiguration of footprint, two related types of
tools are required:

•••• Evaluation tools to help make strategic support decisions.

•••• Tracking tools to follow the progress in attaining expeditionary
deployment goals for specific force/base combinations, key sup-
port processes, and theater warplans.

The first requirement for evaluating force/base packages is the ability
to assemble the list of Unit Type Codes (UTCs, the basic deployment
unit for the Department of Defense (DoD)) that need to be deployed
to the base to support the force to be bedded down.  Building on
these data, an evaluation tool can allow decisionmakers to modify
UTCs to allow pieces to be time-phased, prepositioned, or deployed
to an FSL instead of to FOLs, with corresponding changes to the
different metrics.  Once specific footprint configuration decisions
have been made, tracking progress at the force/base level can be
done by organizing the options into a scorecard type of display that
shows how they “score” on many of the metrics as implementation
proceeds.

Which force/base packages need to be tracked?  For the near future,
the warm base type of infrastructure will continue to be important,
as will the international airport base infrastructure where warm
bases are not prepared.  For fighter packages, current planning sug-
gests that the following force packages are the most important:  sin-
gle MDS (mission design series) squadrons, the “canonical”
Aerospace Expeditionary Task Force or ASETF (12 each F-15Es,
F-15Cs, and F-16CJs) and six-ship, single MDS packages for dis-
persed operations.
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Tracking individual UTCs will be diagnostic in purpose, to help
identify promising areas of attack for improving the performance at
the force/base level.  At the other end of the hierarchy, operational
commanders and support planners at the theater level are interested
in the deployment and beddown of a large force at multiple sites
throughout a theater.  Evaluating and tracking the theater-level per-
formance of footprint configurations is then a matter of aggregating
performance at individual bases, taking into account the effects of
FSLs and CSLs.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Using only the strategy of raw footprint reduction to reduce deploy-
ment times forgoes the advantages to be had by using multiple
strategies of footprint reconfiguration (which include physical re-
duction).  We therefore recommend that the Air Force:

•••• Develop a comprehensive, parameterized list of UTCs needed to
deploy a given force capability to a base with a specified infra-
structure.  Use actual exercises and deployments to help evaluate
these lists.

•••• Adopt footprint configuration as an organizing principle for re-
structuring support processes.

•••• Exercise more centralized control of UTC development to ensure
that there is a system view taken of UTC modifications.

•••• Track changes in deployment speed and other major metrics for
selected force packages/base infrastructure combinations to
evaluate progress.

•••• Set up a system to aggregate the force/base evaluations to the-
ater level for current warplans and for strategic support planning
for proposed plans.

•••• Develop tools to help decisionmakers evaluate and select among
alternative footprint configurations.
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Chapter One

EXPEDITIONARY AEROSPACE FORCE DEPLOYMENT
AND FOOTPRINT

THE EXPEDITIONARY AEROSPACE FORCE

Since the end of the Cold War, the United States has found itself in a
new and continually changing security environment:  Instead of
facing a known enemy in a limited number of locations (Europe and
Korea), the U.S. military has frequently been deployed overseas, of-
ten on short notice, in support of crises ranging in size from humani-
tarian relief to Operation Desert Storm.  This pattern of fast-breaking,
varied regional crises and rapid, far-flung deployments appears to be
the model for the foreseeable future as is evident in our involvement
in Afghanistan.  The U.S. Air Force (USAF) has been and will con-
tinue to be heavily involved in all of these operations.

The new environment has put a substantial burden on Air Force per-
sonnel and equipment.1  Even in situations that required only land-
based airpower for deterrence, the only option has been to deploy
aircraft, personnel, and support equipment to the theater of opera-
tions and to keep them there.  To ease that burden, the Air Force has
reorganized into an Expeditionary Aerospace Force (EAF).  The aim
of that reorganization is to replace the forward presence of airpower
with a force that can deploy quickly from the continental United
States (CONUS) in response to a crisis, commence operations im-

______________ 
1For example, in fiscal year 1999, USAF operations included 38,000 sorties associated
with Allied Force, 19,000 sorties to enforce the no-fly zones in Iraq, and about 70,000
mobility missions to more than 140 countries (Sweetman, 2000).
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mediately upon arrival, and sustain those operations as needed.  In
implementing the EAF, the Air Force has divided its forces into
roughly ten Aerospace Expeditionary Forces (AEFs), each with a mix
of fighters, bombers, and tankers, and keeps two AEFs on-call for 90-
day periods to handle crises, leaving 12 months between on-call pe-
riods for each AEF.2  In the words of Air Force Vision 2020, “We will
be able to deploy an AEF in 48 hours, fast enough to curb many crises
before they escalate.”3

DEPLOYING AND SUPPORTING THE EAF

One key question in implementing the EAF is whether the Air Force
can deploy a capable aerospace force in a very short time and have it
immediately begin and sustain operations.  Given the current struc-
ture of the force, with its predominance of relatively short-range
fighter aircraft, employment requires operation from Forward Oper-
ating Locations (FOLs) in theater within a few hundred miles of po-
tential targets if high sortie rates are to be maintained.4  Bombers can
operate from CONUS (and did so in the Kosovo operations) but,
again, maintaining a high sortie rate requires ground support that
must be located near the area of operations.

Clearly, if the on-call AEF has aircraft and crews ready on short no-
tice, a 48-hour deployment of the combat aircraft themselves is fea-
sible in terms of raw flying time.  However, quickly deploying the
support structure for fighter movement and operations is not as easy.
We will be concerned here with assembling and moving the neces-
sary support structure (equipment and personnel) to the FOL (and in
fact defining just what is necessary).  We note that organizing airlift
and other transportation to accomplish the deployment, and build-
ing and maintaining the “tanker bridge” to support both combat air-

______________ 
2Currently, two “pop-up” forces alternate alert duties for quick reaction.  One is the
366th Wing at Mountain Home Air Force Base (AFB), the lead wing for the other is the
4th Fighter Wing (FW) at Seymour Johnson AFB.
3The on-call AEFs provide the forces and personnel to staff current rotations such as
Northern and Southern Watch on the same 90-day cycle.  This arrangement should
greatly reduce current personnel turbulence, which has been linked by some to recent
decreases in both retention and readiness.  (See U.S. Air Force, 2001.)
4Obviously, fighters can be refueled for longer missions, but at the cost of additional
complexity in mission planning and a reduction in sortie rates.
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craft and transport airlift, are also nontrivial support tasks, but the
first step is clearly to determine what needs to be moved.  The sup-
port processes, in fact, constitute the major portion of any deploy-
ment (see Figure 1.1 for an example of 4th Aerospace Expeditionary
Wing (AEW) deployment in early 1997).5

Given that most of the current combat platforms and their support
systems were designed for operations central to Cold War strategy
(i.e., to fly largely from prepared bases with prepositioned equip-
ment), it is not surprising that little of the support equipment was
explicitly designed for rapid deployment to austere operating loca-
tions.  Further, this legacy of Cold War thinking persisted in early EAF
concept development in that much initial attention was focused on
the deployment of the fighters themselves.

Vehicles, base support, 
and munitions dominate 
the footprint 4th AEW total requirement 

(36 aircraft: 12 F-15Es, 
24 F-16s) 

3,161 short tons

Base
support

35%

Base
operation

2%

Force protection
3%

Airlift
support

3%

Vehicles
36%

Munitions
21%

788 short tons

Theater assets

75%

25%
Unit

materiel

30%
Unit

aircraft

70%
Unit support
equipment

RAND MR1625-1.1

Figure 1.1—Support Footprint for Aerospace Power Is Substantial

______________ 
5Theater materiel is provided by organizations outside the combat unit itself.  In this
case, most was provided by Central Air Forces (CENTAF).
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However, a number of studies have examined the support require-
ments for expeditionary operations.  RAND and Air Force researchers
have examined the deployability of various support capabilities, in-
cluding flightline maintenance, avionics repair, Low-Altitude Navi-
gation and Targeting Infrared for Night (LANTIRN) pod mainte-
nance, and jet engine intermediate repair, as well as munitions and
fuel support and billeting.6  The consensus of the research was that
moving all the support for an Aerospace Expeditionary Task Force
(ASETF)7 package to the FOL within the notional time frame of 48
hours was almost certainly infeasible given current support process
organization and equipment.  A 1999 study by Synergy for AF/ILXX
also examining movement of a complete support and combat pack-
age concluded that it would take about 72 hours to start conducting
air-to-ground sorties and as long as 120 hours to reach full operating
capability.  That study estimated that about 2,500 short tons
(including munitions and vehicles, but excluding air defense) would
be required to support the 36 ASETF package (an average of 71 short
tons per aircraft), and even then the package was heavily tailored
from existing support capabilities (at the Unit Type Code (UTC)
level).  An analysis by Air Force Studies and Analysis (AF/SAA) of
movements in Operation Noble Anvil (ONA) suggested that more
than 100 short tons per aircraft were required for this operation.8

One result of all of this work was a call for “footprint reduction”:  re-
ducing the amount of materiel and personnel actually deployed to
FOLs.  According to AF Vision 2020:  “We will streamline what we
take with us, reducing our forward support footprint by 50%.”  In line

______________ 
6See, for example, Vo, 1997; O’Fearna, 1999; Galway et al., 2000; Tripp et al., 2000;
Amouzegar et al., 2001; Feinberg et al. 2001a; Peltz et al., 2000; and Killingsworth et al.
2000.
7Terminology surrounding the EAF has changed over the five or so years of its exis-
tence.  Currently, EAF is the overall operational concept, AEFs are the 10 subdivisions
of USAF forces, and ASETF is used for whatever force is actually being deployed.
However, the acronym AEF was originally used for the deploying force, and it is pos-
sible that an entire on-call AEF would be deployed for a major conflict.  In this report
we use ASETF for the deploying force.
8AF/SAA analysts had many caveats for this figure:  the substantial infrastructure
already available, information missing because of movements outside the Time-
Phased Force Deployment Data (TPFDD), and possible contamination of data with the
preparation for Operation Poppa Bear, which was a large augmentation of aircraft
planned in June 1999 but never executed.  Nonetheless, the figure of 100 short tons per
aircraft remains a consensus estimate that is consistent with other studies.
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with this statement of the problem, much effort and attention has
been directed at the physical reduction of support equipment.  For
example, new and smaller F-15 avionics testers are in development,
and new lighter shelters and billeting equipment are being proposed.
However, for many areas such as munitions, significant mass reduc-
tion will require substantial investment in new technology and de-
velopment, and for some areas such as civil engineering, large reduc-
tions in earth-moving equipment size seem infeasible.  As a result,
researchers have focused on alternative strategies to physical reduc-
tion, such as time-phasing the deployment of support and relocating
some processes, equipment, and personnel to locations other than
the FOL.  The latter work has led to proposals to centralize some of
the maintenance and support capabilities for all FOLs in a theater.
In some cases, these alternatives are very cost-effective in that they
reduce or eliminate the need to purchase new equipment for older
combat platforms that are slated for replacement in the next decade
or so.  Centralization has also helped to reduce the demand on such
scarce resources as intertheater airlift and to streamline some of the
maintenance processes without reducing the overall capability.9

PROJECT OVERVIEW

These efforts at footprint reduction and footprint restructuring led to
the formulation of this project in late 2000.  The objectives of the
study were threefold:

• To define footprint, to establish a baseline whereby progress at
reducing footprint could be monitored, and to assess progress to
date at restructuring footprint to meet EAF goals;

• To develop an analysis framework for footprint under the EAF
concept to assist planners in achieving leaner, more agile de-
ployment by evaluating proposed footprint restructuring
(including, but not limited to, physical reduction); and

• To recommend metrics for measuring progress within this
framework that relate footprint characteristics to EAF require-
ments and capabilities.

______________ 
9Feinberg et al., 2001b; Amouzegar et al., 2001.
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The first objective is taken up in Chapter Two, where progress in
footprint reduction is reviewed (with a focus on several key func-
tional areas and their associated deployment packages) and the diffi-
culties in establishing a pre-EAF baseline are discussed.  We argue
that a sufficiently accurate pre-EAF baseline cannot be established
with the available data.  Beyond data errors and lack of comparability
of pre-EAF combat units with EAF force packages, there is one key
shortcoming:  There are no comprehensive lists of support require-
ments for deployed force packages that can provide planners with a
list of UTCs needed to initiate operations at a generic base for a given
combat scenario.

The analysis framework in the second objective is developed in
Chapters Three and Four.  Chapter Three, emphasizing the underly-
ing goal of rapid and flexible deployment, introduces a broader con-
cept than footprint, which we call footprint configuration.  Footprint
configuration extends the conventional notion of footprint—materiel
and personnel that must be moved to a base—to one that empha-
sizes the spatial distribution of the materiel and personnel and the
time-phasing of their movement.  The chapter ends with a recom-
mendation of metrics for the framework that emphasize the EAF
goals.

Chapter Four then outlines some specifications for tools to develop
and to evaluate alternative footprint configurations.  The final chap-
ter summarizes these findings and offers recommendations for de-
veloping and monitoring changes in footprint configuration to
achieve EAF deployment goals.
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Chapter Two

FOOTPRINT:  FROM THE COLD WAR TO THE EAF

As noted in Chapter One, during the Cold War the USAF was primar-
ily poised to respond to conflict in the most volatile arenas of the
time:  Europe or the Korean peninsula.  Since it was likely that the
early days in these theaters would be decisive, the USAF established
many “warm” bases (fully equipped and often in active use) in these
areas.  These bases were equipped with prepositioned materiel suf-
ficient to operate without resupply for up to 30 days.  Deployment
plans largely envisioned the movement of reinforcing aircraft and
personnel only, followed by a sustainment phase, if the war contin-
ued, during which there would be a substantial movement of replen-
ishment materiel and supplies.  This mode of operation was an ex-
tension of the largely self-contained bases in the United States from
which the Air Force operated in peacetime:  Each base contained a
complex of maintenance and other support facilities, so that virtually
everything needed to support flying was under the direction of the
operational commander.

With the advent of the EAF concept, the USAF can no longer assume
that most deployments will be to warm bases:  The goal of the EAF is
to deploy in a short time as needed “anywhere, anytime.”1  This re-
quires that the Air Force be able, if necessary, to deploy fighters to
bases with a range of infrastructures, from the warm bases of the
Cold War type, to international airports with little military infrastruc-
ture, to “bare bases” with no more than water and fuel.  In the latter
case, the support materiel and personnel required will need to be

______________ 
1See U.S. Air Force, 2001, or Sweetman, 2000.
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moved to the site and to be operational within 48 hours.  Further, in
expeditionary operations, advanced support planning must be
“generic”—it must apply to a wide range of bases, unlike Cold War
planning that developed detailed plans for specific bases.

In the early days of the transition to the EAF structure, attention fo-
cused on the movement of the combat aircraft themselves, as ves-
tiges of Cold War thinking still dominated the notion of deployment.
But the support materiel and personnel far exceed the mass of the
combat aircraft alone.  Under current concepts of operation, all the
materiel and personnel to initiate and sustain operations—the de-
ployment footprint—must be present for operations to commence,
whether prepositioned or moved in.  The speed and agility of de-
ployment hinge on the size of this logistical requirement.  Hence,
with expeditionary operations, a fresh look at footprint is needed to
allow faster deployments.

Given that the EAF transformation has been under way for several
years, during which time there has been increasing emphasis on re-
viewing and reducing footprint, it is also important to assess how far
the USAF has progressed.  We will address that question after a more
detailed look at what constitutes footprint.

FOOTPRINT HIERARCHY

The first step in examining footprint and assessing what changes
have taken place in the past few years is to recognize that logistics
planners work with footprint at three levels.  In this report, we will
call this the footprint hierarchy and it will serve as an important part
of the structure for much of the following discussion.  We discuss
three levels, illustrated schematically in Figure 2.1:

• The UTC level:  a specific support capability (munitions support,
jet engine intermediate maintenance (JEIM), avionics repair,
etc.), including both materiel and personnel;

• The force/base level:  all support capabilities needed to initiate
and sustain operations for a given force at an individual base;
and

• The theater level:  all support capabilities needed over an entire
theater given the specific mix of forces and bases.
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Figure 2.1—Footprint Hierarchy Schematic

UTC Level

The UTC is the basic deployment unit of materiel and personnel
in all branches of the U.S. military.  Each UTC is a standard, prede-
fined operational or support capability and is designated by a five-
character alphanumeric code.  The Air Force UTC2 capabilities are
defined in the Mission Capability (MISCAP) statement and their
characteristics (people and mass) are listed in the Manpower and
Equipment Force Packaging (MEFPAK) system.  For example, the
UTC 3FQK3 represents an 18 Primary Aircraft Authorized (PAA)

______________ 
2In an abuse of language, we will call the package itself a UTC.
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F-15E squadron, consisting of 449 people and 417.3 short tons of ma-
teriel.  It does not include a JEIM shop, so if one is required, an
HFQK3 UTC must be deployed with 40 personnel and 55.3 short tons
of additional equipment.

In deliberate planning of deployments, each functional area in the
Air Force (fuels, munitions, jet engine maintenance, weather, etc.)
assembles the capabilities it needs to do its function as a set of UTCs.
The MEFPAK descriptions are used in the generation of the TPFDD,
which becomes the multiservice deployment list used for trans-
portation planning and deployment execution.  In some cases, the
entire capability of a standard UTC may not be needed, in which case
the UTC is “tailored” by functional area personnel.  Such tailored
UTCs are often, but not always, given the suffix of “Z99” to indicate
that they are not standard.

The development, validation, and maintenance of Air Force UTCs is
decentralized to “pilot units”—operating units that do the UTC work
as an additional duty.3  They are responsible for ensuring that the
UTC as defined has the personnel and equipment to provide its
stated capability.  Functional Area Managers (FAMs) at the Major
Commands (MAJCOMs) and Air Staff oversee this process, but
primarily within functional stovepipes.  They focus more on financial
control (e.g., advocating allocation of resources for promising
modifications in size or functionality).  In particular, there is little
coordination above the functional area, for example, in looking at the
entire set of UTCs that provide a complete base capability (we will
return to this point below).4

In Operation Desert Storm, many Air Force UTCs arrived with up to
40 percent more personnel and 300 percent more equipment over
their nominal values; further, some UTCs did not have their stated
capability.5  This experience, the development of the EAF concept,
and further experience in Kosovo spurred a large-scale effort to re-

______________ 
3U.S. Air Force, 1999 (Chapter 6), provides details of how UTCs are constructed, en-
tered into service, and maintained, as well as the meaning of the five-character al-
phanumeric codes.
4Hess and Wermund, 1992.
5Hagel, 1992.
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work all Air Force UTCs.6  These efforts include “right-sizing” UTCs
(redefining standard UTCs to support smaller expeditionary forces in
a range of conflicts), instead of relying on custom-tailoring the Cold
War era squadron-sized UTCs, which were largely designed for Major
Theater Wars (MTWs).  A parallel and complementary focus has been
to break individual UTCs into modules, so that capabilities can be
more precisely fit to specific circumstances.7  In addition, simultane-
ous efforts are under way by pilot units and functional area managers
to modify UTCs to speed deployment (and hence reduce time to ini-
tial operating capability (IOC)), primarily by reducing the weight and
personnel in individual UTCs (reducing the footprint).  In some ar-
eas, attention has moved to broader strategies than these two, which
we will describe in more detail below.

Force/Base Level

 The second level of the footprint hierarchy, the force/base level, is
the total materiel and personnel needed at a base to enable a given
deployment of aircraft to achieve a desired combat capability.  No-
tionally, this will be a list of required UTCs determined by the com-
bat force and mission (e.g., an 18-PAA squadron of F-15Es flying air-
to-ground bombing missions), the state of the base (e.g., is a civil
engineering RED HORSE (Rapid Engineer Deployable Heavy Opera-
tions Repair Squadron Engineer) team needed for heavy construc-
tion?), and the threat level (e.g., what forces are required to protect
the base?).

Overlaid on these scenario dependencies is a temporal dimension:  A
force/base level list of UTCs can be time-phased (the TPFDD itself is
the time-phased deployment list).  For purposes of footprint analysis,
we discuss two timeframes:  the time to IOC and the time to full op-
erating capability (FOC).  Initiation of combat operations requires
that certain materiel and personnel be present (we denote these as
the initial operating requirement or IOR), and these UTCs must be

______________ 
6U.S. Air Force, n.d.
7These efforts were aimed at reducing the number of “tailored” and “Z99” UTCs,
leading to easier logistical management and quicker assembly of the TPFDD.  This has
taken a more significant role, since the ONA TPFDD consisted of 41 percent tailored
UTCs and 38 percent Z99 designated UTCs, leaving only 21 percent standard UTCs.
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moved first, but other materiel and personnel are only required for
sustained operations and can be moved later.  We denote the latter
materiel and personnel as the full operating requirement or FOR.
Judicious time-phasing can decrease time to IOC even though total
lift requirements for support are unchanged.

Force/base lists of UTCs are constructed today by deliberate plan-
ners at each MAJCOM:  For each war plan, functional area managers
draw up lists of UTCs based on the force and what is currently
prepositioned or otherwise available at each individual beddown
base.  These plans are tailored to the unique features of the plan and
the theater (although they often serve as the starting point for ad hoc
or crisis planning).

Theater Level

The third and highest level of footprint hierarchy is the materiel and
personnel needed in an entire theater of operations.  In the simplest
case, this can be the sum of individual force/base footprints.  But
some support capabilities and supplies can be placed in Forward
Support Locations (FSLs).8  Therefore, analysis at the theater level
must take into account economies of scale that alleviate redundan-
cies of capability among bases, create efficiencies in distribution of
materiel, and reduce airlift requirements in the crucial initial phase
of a deployment.

FOCUS ON FORCE/BASE

Footprint can be reduced at either the theater or UTC level, facilitat-
ing improvements in rapid and flexible deployment.  UTC-level re-
engineering can reduce mass and lead to reduction in airlift for indi-

______________ 
8FSL is a generic term that encompasses maintenance, supply, and mobility capabili-
ties located in theater to support multiple FOLs.  The implication is that such a facility
or set of facilities can be located in more secure areas and can eliminate deployment
of some support processes from CONUS to individual FOLs.  Such prepositioning is
more flexible than prepositioning at selected FOLs themselves.  FSLs can also be in
continuous operation and hence available at the start of a deployment.  These facili-
ties have had several different names in Air Force practice, including Centralized In-
termediate Repair Facilities (CIRFs), Regional Support Centers (RSCs), and Regional
Supply Squadrons (RSSs).
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vidual support processes.  Centralized facilities (FSLs) at the theater
level can exploit economies of scale and create efficiencies in ma-
teriel distribution as reported in RAND’s research cited above.  But it
is a central thesis of this report that the keystone to reducing time to
deployment lies in examining the second hierarchical level:  the re-
quirements for transforming a base that does not have a full military
infrastructure into one that is completely equipped to launch the re-
quired combat missions.  Furthermore, when computing “progress”
made toward reducing footprint, this is the only level that counts:
Reductions in individual UTCs are of interest only in reducing the
footprint (and hence the deployment time) of a complete force de-
ploying to a base.  Other strategies such as centralized repair in the
theater or from CONUS can also contribute.

Planning and monitoring the progress of footprint reduction at the
base level provides a unique vantage point for viewing the levels
above (theater) and below (UTC).  For example, base-level analysis
will expose the illusory gains of reducing the size of one UTC by
merely shifting materiel to another; and base-level analysis reveals
which UTCs are best targeted for reduction, rather than requiring
that each individual FAM achieve equivalent degrees of reduction.
Further, understanding the requirements at the base level provides
the basic data needed to determine which capabilities and materiel
might best be positioned in FSLs in order to exploit economies of
scale in a theater composed of many FOLs.

In the following discussion, we will focus on what is needed to bring
a bare base to full operational capability.  This is the most stressing
expeditionary situation:  For a given force, a bare base needs the
most materiel and personnel to make it operational.  The UTCs re-
quired would then constitute the most comprehensive list and could
then form a baseline in expanding the analysis to include other types
of bases.  For example, to make a warm base operational, the ma-
teriel and processes already in place would be deleted from the bare
base list.

To track progress to date in footprint reduction for the EAF, then, the
following procedure is suggested:

•••• Assemble a set of force/base UTC lists for deployment of selected
forces to a bare base; and
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•••• Compare the materiel and personnel by using data from the cur-
rent version of the MEFPAK and one from before the EAF transi-
tion that began in 1998.

NEEDED:  UTC LISTS FOR FORCE/BASE PACKAGES

Unlike the deliberate planning mentioned above, however, footprint
tracking requires generic UTC lists that are not tied to specific bases.
This is because the whole point of the expeditionary concept is to be
ready to deploy to bases that are unprepared.  This type of planning
has been done to a limited extent.  For example, the 366th Wing at
Mountain Home AFB is one of the pop-up AEWs charged with being
ready to deploy instantly to any warm base worldwide.  As part of its
planning process, the 366th has developed a list of 120-plus UTCs to
augment the support resources at a generic warm base and expects
to use the list as a template TPFDD to be completed when deploy-
ment begins.  Further, since the inception of the EAF, the Air Staff
alone has at least twice constructed generic force/base UTC lists
specifically to determine footprint size for strategic support plan-
ning.9

Unfortunately, such comprehensive generic UTC lists for bare bases
do not seem to exist for any current or proposed force packages out-
side the pop-up AEWs.  The Air Staff efforts were done for exploratory
and illustrative purposes, not as an official template for strategic
planning.  Although clearly virtual generic lists exist in the skill base
of the functional experts, the lack of a canonical list of support for a
given force package leaves logistics planners with few means of or-
chestrating footprint reduction on a level higher than the UTC.

It might be suggested that the varied deliberate planning TPFDDs
and historical data (e.g., from Noble Anvil) could be used in lieu of
such generic lists.  However, although such efforts provide valuable
insight into constructing generic lists, in general these data are not
adequate either for tracking progress in footprint reduction or for

______________ 
9In early 1999, AF/ILXX contracted with Synergy to estimate the actual time it would
take to deploy an entire support package for the canonical AEF (12 F-15Cs, 12 F-15Es,
and 12 F-16CGs) to a bare base.  Information from extensive interviews with func-
tional area managers was used to list and sequence a set of UTCs.  At least one other
such exercise was carried out by the Air Staff as preparation for a CORONA briefing.
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strategic logistics planning.  First, very few of these deployments are
to true bare bases, so they do not accurately define the total package
required to support any given force.  Further, for any historical or
planned base and proposed force package, a number of circum-
stances and assumptions must be taken into account.  For example,
as we noted above, total deployment figures for bases used in ONA
do not shed much information on resources needed to commence
operations, and they may be contaminated by the Poppa Bear
buildup (in which resources but not aircraft were deployed).  Also,
the TPFDD for ONA may not include some intratheater movements
in Europe that were carried out by civilian transport.  In cases drawn
from planning data, each base has prepositioned material and as-
sumptions about resources available locally.  Figure 2.2 illustrates
some of these problems by comparing the total materiel weight in
TPFDDs using historical and planning data and the only two generic
deployment packages available.

In Figure 2.2, “ONABB” denotes a base used in Noble Anvil that was
largely devoid of operating infrastructure except for fuel, water, run-
ways, apron space, and billeting.  “InterAirp” is an international air-
port in CENTAF.  “Synerg/ILXX” refers to the UTCs used in the Syn-
ergy/ILXX study mentioned above on bare base deployments and
“366th” denotes the 366th’s planning TPFDD.  Synerg/ILXX is the
only true bare base in this set.  Finally, PACAF is a base used by the
Pacific Air Forces (PACAF) that requires a fair amount of deployment
to start operations but still has a substantial amount of prepositioned
equipment (as do most planned PACAF locations).  For each situa-
tion, a TPFDD defines the force and the various UTCs deployed.
Each cluster of bars shows the proportion of deployment footprint by
major category; we used proportion rather than total short tons be-
cause the forces deployed to each location are quite different and
hence so are the total weights.

Note the wide variation in the packages.  No munitions are deployed
to the international airport:  Presumably, these are either present
or will be moved in, but they do not appear in the official TPFDD.
The international airport also has a huge amount of bare base
support equipment (some of this is prepositioned but still is listed on
the TPFDD and hence should be counted as part of the footprint if
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Figure 2.2—Comparison of Selected Planning Footprints

we are trying to define the total package).  Also note that civil
engineering support is a very small part of the Synergy/ILXX, the
366th, and the PACAF packages but a substantial part of the others.
The conclusion must be drawn that without detailed review and
editing of deliberate planning or historical TPFDDs, they cannot be
used to define the total package required for deploying a combat
force.

Finally, many of the UTCs in either deliberate planning or in histori-
cal data are heavily modified to delete or add equipment known to
be present or absent at the destination or needed or not needed for a
particular situation.  For example, in the ONA TPFDD used for the
AF/SAA analysis, the majority of the UTCs were known to be tailored
whereas a number of “standard” UTCs in the TPFDD are also known
to have been tailored from a cursory comparison with the description
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in the MEFPAK.  The Synergy/ILXX study also heavily tailored
standard UTCs to develop its AEF package.

EXAMPLES OF FUNCTIONAL AREA FOOTPRINT
REDUCTION

Because of the lack of a comprehensive UTC list for any generic
force/base package, we cannot directly estimate the reduction in
footprint achieved to date at this level.  However, we can illustrate
the progress and the resulting current state of UTC reengineering by
examining UTC changes in several key functional areas, including
four that contribute substantial weight to the total package, espe-
cially in deployments to a bare base.  Examples are drawn from the
following functional areas:  bare base support (Harvest Falcon),
munitions, civil engineering, and vehicles.  We will also examine
expeditionary medical UTCs briefly because they illustrate a problem
with the UTC approach to reduction and show why the focus should
be on the force/base level.

Methodology

We collected data from each functional area to determine what was
needed to support deployments of different packages to a bare
base10 and what were the ongoing initiatives to reduce or to modify
footprint to help achieve EAF goals.  As expected, these packages
were largely UTCs.

To compare the characteristics of the UTCs, we used two versions of
the MEFPAK.  The EAF concept was formally announced in 1998,11

but we selected the March 1996 MEFPAK for our pre-EAF baseline.
According to interviews at AF/ILXX, no MEFPAK was published in
1997 because of data system changes but one was produced in late
1998 and in later years.  The consensus was that there were few
changes to the Air Force UTCs from Desert Storm until 1998, when

______________ 
10In some areas, a deployment package is not strongly linked to the type of mission or
even the platforms used.  The civil engineering packages are quantified in terms of
number of squadrons and the threat level, and the bare base support package is based
on the number of people at the FOL.
11Ryan, 1998.
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the EAF implementation began to accelerate change.  For the current
UTC characteristics, we used the April 2001 MEFPAK.

Because the 1996 MEFPAK has very few UTCs that pertain to other
than squadron-sized forces, the comparisons below are all for forces
of this size and above.

Bare Base Support

Aerospace operations from very austere environments require a sub-
stantial industrial and billeting infrastructure.  This includes power,
lighting, water, food, sanitation, and shelter for people and support
and operations activities, many of which require computers and
other delicate electronic equipment.  The current Air Force equip-
ment package to provide such bare base support is called Harvest
Falcon12 and consists of the following three UTCs:

•••• Housekeeping (XFBKA):  This personnel support UTC includes
the billeting facilities (primarily tents with environmental control
units (ECUs)), power, sanitation, personal hygiene facilities, food
preparation, and water treatment.

•••• Flightline (XFBS1):  This UTC provides shelter and utilities such
as lighting and power to operations and flightline maintenance.

•••• Industrial (XFBRB):  This UTC provides shelter and utilities for
back-shop operations (non-flightline maintenance) and all other
base support activities.

This combination is designed to support one fighter squadron (about
1,100 personnel).  The XFBKA UTCs have seen hard usage in recent
years because they have been used alone both to house personnel at
more developed bases, allowing them to be accommodated on base
instead of dispersed into local housing, and for refugee shelters in
humanitarian operations.

______________ 
12Other billeting packages are in use and under development.  Among the former,
Harvest Eagle packages, which are used in PACAF, are the most common, although
these use older technology than Harvest Falcon and are not designed for true bare
base operation.  Newer packages to support sub-squadron deployments are also un-
der development.
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A comparison of Harvest Falcon UTC weights in 1996 and 2001 is
shown in Figure 2.3.

There has been a small change in XFBKA, but there has been an
enormous change in the other two UTCs, at least when comparing
the data in the two different MEFPAKs.  We have not been able to
find a complete explanation of the change, although the LGX section
at the 49th Materiel Management Group (MMG) (the pilot unit for
Harvest Falcon UTCs) conjectured that it was due to the addition of
B-1 aircraft revetments to protect individual aircraft from attack on
the ground.  The 49th also confirmed that some of the increase in
XFBRB was due to the addition of pipe racks, but even with this ad-
dition there were still 400-plus short tons of increase unaccounted
for.
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The 49th personnel did verify that a recent thorough review of each
package showed that the weights in the 2001 MEFPAK are correct.13

There is reason to expect some future reductions in the mass of
XFBKA, primarily because of the introduction of a new small shelter
for billeting and a new ECU, which is 25 percent lighter than just the
older tent alone (without ECU) that it replaces.  However, the new
equipment is more expensive.  Similarly, new electricity generation
technologies may also make possible further reduction.  On the other
hand, experience with setting up the package has led to the recom-
mendation that vehicles be considered for inclusion in the package,
which would increase its mass.14

There has been another innovation in restructuring the mass of
the housekeeping UTC, XFBKA, so-called e-Falcon packages.  In this
concept, the UTC is divided into sub-UTC pieces that can be brought
into a bare base in functional segments.  Segment A provides basic
personnel shelter and some limited facilities such as water
purification and power generation, with follow-on segments adding
additional facilities.  This use of time-phasing allows operations to
commence by providing basic shelter for personnel (at a higher
billeting density) and then providing additional comfort as the
operation proceeds.  In addition, the e-Falcon package eliminates
some of the heavy packaging (about 45 short tons).  Table 2.1 gives
the weights of the different segments; the initial

Table 2.1

E-Falcon Component Weights

Package Weight in Short Tons
A 143.2
B 111.2
C 308.8

Total 563.2

______________ 
13Conversation with Capt Paul Smith, logistics plans, at 49th Materiel Management
Group, Holloman AFB, New Mexico, July 23, 2001.  The 1996 values are close to those
in the October 1999 MEFPAK.
14Conversation with Col James Lyon, Commander of 49th Materiel Management
Group, Holloman AFB, New Mexico, July 20, 2001.
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segment is only 24 percent of the original total.  This is an example of
the division of a capability into IOR (Package A) and FOR (Packages B
and C) segments that can be moved into the base at different times.

Munitions

Munitions and related support equipment constitute one of the
heaviest areas of materiel.  Most of the weight is the munitions, with
some additional weight from the equipment and the personnel
needed to receive, store, inspect, assemble, and otherwise maintain
the munitions.  Figure 2.4 compares munitions footprints in 1996
and 2001 for one typical scenario—that of an 18-PAA squadron of
F-15Es flying air-to-ground bombing missions.  The requirements
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Figure 2.4—Comparison of Munitions UTCs, 1996 and 2001
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are calculated for an assumed seven days of operation15 using GBU-
10 laser-guided bombs and AIM-9 (Sidewinder) and AIM-120
(AMRAAM) air-to-air missiles.  Munitions weight is based on the
nominal weight of the listed weapon plus dunnage.  We were unable
to use the weights listed in the MEFPAKs for each weapon because of
inconsistencies in the munitions UTC codes between the MEFPAKs,
or because the needed UTC was under revision and consequently did
not list the necessary data in the 2001 MEFPAK.  The UTC HGHQ1
provides the needed support in the form of receiving, storage, in-
spection, maintenance, and handling of the munitions to sustain
WMP-5 sortie rates for the F-15E.  It includes 66 passengers (PAX) in
both the 1996 and 2001 MEFPAKs.

As the figure shows, there has been little change in weight for the to-
tal munitions footprint from 1996 to 2001 (there is actually a slight
increase in equipment), and the requirements are heavy:  roughly 88
short tons per aircraft for the seven-day period for this case.  This
relatively small change in weight reflects the dominance of bombs
and missiles on the total munitions weight and the lack of change in
these weapons over the studied period.  Indeed, little weight reduc-
tion is likely to take place in munitions short of new technologies,
such as lighter, more accurate, small diameter bombs (SDBs),16

which carry their own technological risk in development.

We note that the number of munitions needed for a campaign may
also be decreased just by using more precise munitions that reduce
the number of bombs that must be dropped to hit a specified target
set.  Therefore, footprint can also be substantially affected by devel-
opments that are not designed to reduce footprint per se.

Civil Engineering

Civil engineers (CE) are trained military engineers who provide initial
beddown facilities assembly, fire protection, disaster preparedness,

______________ 
15Munitions requirements were calculated using RAND’s spreadsheet munitions
model.  See Tripp et al., 1999; Amouzegar et al., 2000.
16This 250-lb munition is expected to successfully attack 70 percent of the targets that
currently require a 2,000-lb bomb, but, as of this writing, it is not expected to be avail-
able until 2007.
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explosive ordnance disposal (EOD), base recovery, and sustainment
support for flying operations.  In a deployment to a bare base, CE
Prime BEEF (Prime Base Engineer Emergency Force) teams set up
temporary housing, kitchen, sanitation, water distribution, power
generation, and runway lighting.  They also maintain these facilities,
provide fire protection for flight operations, and provide for EOD and
full spectrum nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) threat protec-
tion.

The UTCs for civil engineer, as with other functional areas, have un-
dergone reengineering to be more responsive to the requirements of
the EAF.  This has primarily involved the division of Prime BEEF
teams into smaller UTC packages to permit phased deployment and
to allow fewer engineers to be deployed for less than squadron-sized
deployments and for cases in which deployments are to warm bases
with existing engineers and support equipment.  The structure of
these UTCs is somewhat complex and will not be described in detail
here.17  Figures 2.5 and 2.6 compare (by CE area) the equivalent
squadron support package for a low-threat condition in 1996 and
2001.  Additional squadrons primarily require more engineers,
whereas higher-threat conditions require more EOD and readiness
technicians.

From Figures 2.5 and 2.6, we can see some minor increases in
equipment mass for several categories and some minor decreases in
personnel.  The major change is a substantial increase in the number
of firefighters and amount of firefighting equipment.  This increase
has resulted from a decision to provide firefighting protection in a
deployment equal to U.S. standards for firefighting at airfields.  This
requires enough equipment and personnel to protect the largest air-
craft commonly at the base with a sufficient volume of fire-retarding
foam to suppress and to put out a fire involving this type of aircraft.
Each type of aircraft requires a fixed number of trucks and this in
turn translates directly into the number of crews required for 24-
hour manning.  In the case of fighter bases, the requirement that
drives the 2001 UTCs is that the base be able to handle fires on the
C-130; in 1996, the requirement was only to be able to handle fires on
fighter aircraft.

______________ 
17U.S. Air Force, 2000.
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Figure 2.5—Comparison of Short Tons Required for CE Bare Base
Deployment, 1996 and 2001

This illustrates the problems of trading off risk and footprint reduc-
tion:  The new concepts of centralizing some maintenance and other
functions and linking FOLs together with intratheater transport air-
craft (primarily C-130s) would seem to validate the need for in-
creased fire protection at the FOLs.  On the other hand, even this
increased firefighting capability would not be able to handle fires on
intertheater aircraft such as the C-5 or C-17 during the early phases
of a deployment.

In more general terms, the danger in reengineering a functional area
such as civil engineering for smaller footprint is that this functional
area is an enabler.  It sets up the base to allow operations to proceed.
Fewer engineers may reduce the engineering footprint but increase
the time to IOC and FOC for the full squadron.  It is conceivable that
it might sometimes be advisable to increase the CE footprint to re-
duce time to IOC or FOC.
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Figure 2.6—Comparison of Personnel Required for CE Bare Base
Deployment, 1996 and 2001

If a base requires more than just bare base construction (such as
major runway repair or building, or significant construction), the
UTCs to do this are RED HORSE teams.  Each component of these
teams (heavy construction, runway repair, etc.) has 120 to 150 people
and hundreds of tons of heavy construction equipment.  Unfortu-
nately, the heavy equipment needed for these teams will remain
heavy and cannot be reduced without reducing the capability of the
team.  The civil engineers plan either to centralize the use and de-
ployment of RED HORSE teams for a theater deployment or to ar-
range for contractors or other entities in specific regions or for spe-
cific bases to provide the heavy equipment.  This can dramatically
reduce the footprint moved to an FOL but it will increase the risk of
losing access to equipment because of threats or political restric-
tions.
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Vehicles

Numerous vehicles are required to set up the housing, sanitation,
food service, aircraft revetments, etc., in a bare base deployment.
These are not considered part of the civil engineering Prime BEEF
UTCs although, as noted above, some vehicles are being considered
for inclusion in the Harvest Falcon packages.  It is somewhat surpris-
ing to note that there is no standard list of vehicles for a bare base
deployment.  This is due partly to the Air Force’s focus on deliberate
planning for specific operations noted above:  Most bases to which
the Air Force plans to deploy have some vehicles available so that
each deployment requires a different list of vehicles tailored to the
specific base.  Many of these are general-purpose vehicles that can
be provided through local contracting, and since many are trucks
and forklifts of various sizes, they are shared among different func-
tions.

As we have argued above, a standard list of needed vehicles is useful
because strategic logistics planning requires knowing what to in-
clude in a generic bare base deployment.  To date, the best candidate
that we can find for such a catalog is a list of 61 vehicles in the cur-
rent Guide to Bare Base Development.18  (The list is identified as UTC
UFSWA, but this was apparently never recorded as a formal UTC.)
The total size of the package for one squadron is 522.8 short tons
(excluding fire trucks and water carriers that we have included in the
CE materiel above).  Additional squadrons would require more
transportation vehicles, up to a total of 653.1 short tons for three
squadrons.

Medical

The medical functional area has been one of the most aggressive in
reducing and restructuring its footprint.  However, one of its efforts
illustrates some of the problems that a purely functional area ap-
proach to footprint reduction can raise and reinforces the need to
evaluate any footprint changes in terms of the total support for a
combat unit.

______________ 
18U.S. Air Force, 1996, Annex D.
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The pre-EAF medical support system consisted of air transportable
hospitals (ATHs).  For a squadron, the required facility was a 25-bed
ATH that requires three C-17s to move (roughly 135 short tons).  Ba-
sically, the complete ATH was the IOR and FOR for medical care.  As
a result of new equipment and rethinking of how much support
needs to be in place at what time, the Air Force medical community
devised a series of packages, starting with a two-person advance
team (a physician and a public health officer), to a small, self-deploy-
able surgical team, to an expeditionary medical support (EMEDS)
facility that can be built up in segments and requires only 54 short
tons (1.3 C-17s).

However, the EMEDS’s mass was reduced by removing generators
from it, abandoning its traditional power self-sufficiency and requir-
ing it to draw its power from the bare base power grid.  This, how-
ever, runs counter to the e-Falcon initiative of reducing generating
capability to reduce the Falcon package weight.  As the authors of the
Bare Base Annual Report 200019 put it, getting rid of the EMEDS
power generation does not reduce footprint if someone else has to
absorb the load.  The effect of any action must be gauged by the ef-
fect on the entire base package, not just within the functional area.20

MEASURING FOOTPRINT REDUCTION

Figure 2.7 shows the sum of the masses of the four major areas dis-
cussed above.

It is clear that there has been a slight increase in footprint in muni-
tions and CE, but the biggest change by far is that found in the bare
base support sets.  The total for these four areas increased 53 percent
between 1996 and 2001.  As we noted above, there is some ambiguity
in how much of this is due to data errors and how much to the actual
addition of equipment, although some of the latter is certainly
responsible.  Note that for an 18-PAA squadron, the increase works
out to 283 short tons per aircraft, even though the expendable

______________ 
19Bare Base Annual Report 2000, ACC/LGXW, December 1, 2000, Rev A, December 26,
2000.
20As of this writing (mid-2002), a generator sufficient for initial operation has been re-
stored to the EMEDS package.
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Figure 2.7—Comparison of Four Major Footprint Components,
1996 and 2001

munitions are for only a seven-day operation.  In addition, even if the
number of aircraft supported is doubled, the number of short tons
per aircraft is still substantially more than 100.  This does not include
another bare base housekeeping set (which would probably be
needed) or more munitions (although this addition would probably
not be significant, since the munitions computed above for F-15E
ground attack would constitute most of the weight, even if other air-
craft were added).

The lack of a comprehensive UTC list for bare base deployments re-
stricts our ability to quantify total footprint, but footprint in our illus-
trations together totals over 5,000 short tons, which would be a sub-
stantial amount of the deployment footprint for a squadron.  From
the discussion above, we conclude that footprint has probably
slightly increased from 1996.  This is shown in Figure 2.8, which
compares the UTCs from the 1996 and 2001 MEFPAKs that are (1) in
both MEFPAKs, (2) have the same code, and (3) have the same
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Figure 2.8—Comparison of UTCs, 1996 and 2001

description.  In this figure, each bar represents the total mass of
those UTCs in the broad category that meets the specified criteria.

The only area to show a decrease is civil engineering (although we
know from the analysis above that some specific UTCs of interest to
us from Prime BEEF did in fact increase).

We therefore argue that an attempt to establish a “pre-EAF” baseline
is not worthwhile.  First, in the absence of a UTC list that has been
validated and tested and can generate force packages by specifying
parameters such as aircraft and missions, it is difficult to establish a
credible complete footprint.  Second, even with such a list, UTC data,
especially in older MEFPAKs, are of doubtful quality (e.g., the Harvest
Falcon UTCs) and the chances of correcting data errors are small
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because of personnel turnover and lack of record-keeping as to con-
tents, changes, corrections, etc.  Third, recent deployment TPFDDs
have included aggressively tailored of UTCs without retaining infor-
mation about how much is available at the bases, thus rendering the
TFPDD problematic as a source of baseline information.  Finally, it
will be difficult to acquire other MEFPAKs because historical versions
are incompletely archived.21

We argue that the best course of action for the Air Force is to

•••• Focus on developing UTC lists parameterized by mission vari-
ables that can be used for strategic expeditionary support plan-
ning.  This is a key core competency for expeditionary opera-
tions.

•••• Use this capability to begin tracking progress toward meeting the
expeditionary deployment goal from today’s force.

In the next chapter, we discuss in more detail what is required in a
parameterized UTC list and expand the concept of footprint to ex-
plore alternative and complementary strategies for speeding de-
ployment rather than simply physically reducing footprint.

______________ 
21Conversation with MSgt Larry Leach, AF/ILXX, July 23, 2001.
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Chapter Three

BEYOND FOOTPRINT:  FOOTPRINT CONFIGURATION

BACK TO THE GOAL:  TIME TO COMBAT CAPABILITY

In Chapter One, we emphasized that the primary goal in developing
expeditionary support concepts is to speed the deployment of
aerospace capability so that it can be employed quickly and sus-
tained as necessary.  There is certainly scope for footprint reduction
as defined in the previous chapter and physical reduction is an im-
portant tool in achieving the deployment goal, but the analyses in
Chapter Two suggest that in some cases there is probably limited
scope for near-term reductions in actual mass.  For example, bull-
dozers are heavy pieces of equipment because of their function and
probably cannot be substantially reduced in size.  This is recognized
and many of the efforts under way to reduce footprint actually in-
volve not the physical reduction of weight but rather restructuring
footprint, time- and space-phasing appropriate parts of it, and ana-
lyzing the risks involved in certain reduction strategies.

To include these other strategies in making decisions about restruc-
turing support to enhance deployment, we need a broader concept
for the size of support.  Such a new concept will help in analyzing the
time and resources needed to deploy support processes, particularly
at the force/base level.  We develop such a framework below, which
we call footprint configuration.  However, an essential precondition
to doing this analysis at the force/base level is development of a
comprehensive capability-based list of support processes and the
materiel and personnel they require.  As we discussed in Chapter
Two, such a list does not now exist for use as a planning tool.  Be-
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cause this tool is essential in analyzing footprint configurations for
expeditionary operations, we discuss it first before describing the
concept of footprint configuration itself.

PARAMETERIZED UTC LISTS

If the USAF is to become truly expeditionary—able to move to loca-
tions of varying degrees of austerity and to set up operations
quickly—it must be able to enumerate accurately the resources it
needs to move and the time needed to become operational.  Opera-
tors and planners should be able to assess, in advance, the require-
ments to bed down a specific force in various kinds of locations.  In
the expeditionary mode, moreover, there will often be little time for
deliberate planning, preliminary visits, or extensive transportation
feasibility studies.  “Saving valuable airlift” by extensive tailoring of
UTCs will have to be traded off against quick response.

To achieve this, the Air Force will have to develop the capability to
assemble lists of UTCs for different force packages to deploy to
generic locations.  Such lists will serve as a starting point for tailoring
for deliberate planning and a basis for strategic support and deploy-
ment planning.  Such parameterized lists will also be required for the
top-down perspective on footprint reengineering at the force/base
that we will present below, in that it will allow decisionmakers to ex-
amine all components of a deployment package to allocate resources
for restructuring and reduction.

As noted in the previous chapter, this need has surfaced before; sev-
eral times, the Air Staff has been asked to estimate the footprint for
moving an ASETF to a bare base.1  MAJCOM planning staffs have ex-
pressed concern about wide variation in estimates given for such a
movement, even for similar units replacing each other in rotations.
In most cases, these variations have been resolved with ad hoc analy-
ses of historical deployments or war plans.

We suggest that the ad hoc assemblages be replaced with a system-
atic set of parameterized UTC lists that would specify deployment
packages for sets of forces and missions.  The determining parame-

______________ 
1Conversation with Lt Col Frank Gorman, AF/ILXX, June 11, 2001.
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ters would also include components of destination infrastructure
and threat level, among others.  Such capability-based lists could be
used for strategic planning of transportation resources, a starting
point for footprint changes (identifying large UTCs that are natural
candidates for reduction or restructuring, accounting for materiel
shifted out of one UTC to another without acknowledging that no
total reduction has been achieved), and a template against which de-
liberate and crisis planning for specific locations could be compared.
As noted above, the 366th Composite Wing at Mountain Home has
done exactly this; its list is designed to be generic for deployment to a
warm base.

FOOTPRINT CONFIGURATION

The next task, after developing parameterized UTC lists for generic or
specific planning scenarios—using information on forces, base infra-
structure, mission, threat conditions, etc.—is to develop a methodol-
ogy to help reduce the deployment timeline for a specific combat
capability.  We argued above that simple weight reduction, although
feasible in some areas, is only one strategy among many and may not
be appropriate or easily achievable in areas such as munitions or civil
engineering.  This insight is borne out both by the RAND research
cited above on centralization of some repair activities and by the re-
structuring of capability based on the time-phasing of support de-
ployment proposed in areas such as medical and bare base support.
In this section, we present a broader view of footprint that we have
called footprint configuration.  It provides a framework for
visualizing and assessing this broader array of strategies.

The term “footprint” is often restricted in general Air Force usage to
materiel that is moved to an FOL to commence operations.  However,
in many places substantial prepositioned materiel is already in
storage at many FOLs.  This is seldom considered as footprint and yet
it enhances deployment time by reducing the materiel that needs to
be moved to reach a desired capability.  Similarly, strategies such as
centralization of some repair facilities, or moving support capability
to FOLs only as needed, can also speed deployment, even when total
deployed materiel is not reduced at all but just allocated between the
FOL and the centralized facilities.  We follow this line of reasoning to
develop the concept of footprint configuration.
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Forward Operating Location versus Remote Support
Processes

Previous researchers have observed that support processes2 (or
pieces of such processes) can be divided into those that must be
done at an FOL from which aircraft fly and those that can be done
remotely, either at FSLs or even at CONUS Support Locations
(CSLs).3  For example, avionics Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) removal
and replacement must be done on the aircraft, and so flightline
avionics maintenance personnel and their equipment must be lo-
cated at the FOL.  In contrast, LRU repair can be done off base, pro-
vided that there are adequate spares to cover the repair pipeline
when it is extended by transportation.  As noted by Peltz and Fein-
berg and their collaborators,4 this can result in substantial reduc-
tions in the initial transportation capacity required and was used to
good effect in Operation Noble Anvil.5

The equipment (or personnel) footprint can therefore be initially di-
vided into two pieces as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

RemoteFOL

RAND MR1625-3.1

Figure 3.1—Division of Footprint into FOL  and Remote Pieces

______________ 
2In this project, we focused on support processes because their mass dominates the
traditional footprint, but much of the subsequent discussion holds true for the opera-
tional part of footprint as well.  Restructuring these capabilities along the lines dis-
cussed here has been examined in some of the literature on expeditionary operations.
3Peltz et al., 2000; Galway et al., 2000.  Note that a substantial portion of F-16 avionics
is supported by a two-level concept (depot and flightline).
4Peltz et al., 2000.
5Feinberg et al., 2001a.
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The FOL Segment

The FOL segment can in turn be subdivided into three pieces as
shown in Figure 3.2:

The three subdivisions are as follows:

•••• The IOR is required at the FOL to initiate combat operations
(bring the base to IOC).

•••• The FOR is needed at the FOL to sustain combat operations at
the desired tempo (bring the base to and maintain it at FOC).

•••• The on-call segment is required at an FOL only in specific (and
implicitly rare) circumstances.

To make these ideas concrete, we will use munitions support as an
illustration.  The initial operating requirement for munitions consists
of an initial stockpile of munitions, fins and fuzes plus the munitions
assembly, and movement equipment.  The follow-on requirement
would be the resupply of munitions necessary to continue carrying
out operations.  The on-call category could include specialized fuzes
or nose guards that may be used for a very specific mission.  These
are light and small enough (and perhaps expensive enough) to be
airlifted to the FOL only as needed.

FOL
(IOR)

FOL
(FOR)

FOL
(On-call)

RAND MR1625-3.2

Figure 3.2— Subdivision of FOL Footprint Portion into IOR, FOR,
and On-Call
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The on-call category can be further illustrated by using the “cobra
crane” as an example.  This heavy piece of equipment is needed for
repairing canopies.  If such a repair is expected to be rare, the crane
could be brought in only if needed, at the risk of not being able to do
a canopy repair quickly.  Similarly, some of civil engineering’s heavy
repair capability, such as the teams and equipment for runway
repair, may be brought in only after a runway has been damaged.
This might be a worthwhile risk if the enemy had limited ability to
attack a runway, or if the capability could be moved quickly to an
FOL with ground transportation.

The Remote Segment

The remote segment, in turn, can be subdivided into two pieces as in
Figure 3.3.

•••• FSLs can support FOLs with selected maintenance or supply
processes and are linked to the FOLs, by intratheater transport
(C-130 or similar aircraft, or, where applicable, ground or sea
transport).

•••• CSLs are support facilities in the CONUS that are linked to FOLs
by intertheater transportation (C-5s, C-17s, and long-range
commercial cargo aircraft).

FSL CSL

RAND MR1625-3.3

Figure 3.3—Subdivision of Remote Footprint Portion into
Portions at Forward and CONUS Support Locations
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Examples of FSLs would be the CIRFs established during Operation
Noble Anvil at locations such as RAF Lakenheath and Spangdahlem
in Germany to support FOLs in Italy and Turkey with avionics and
engine repair and phase maintenance.  Currently, many F-16 avion-
ics LRUs are repaired by CONUS facilities no matter where the air-
craft are located around the world.

Putting It All Together:  Footprint Configuration

An amalgamation of these subdivisions gives a time- and space-
phasing of the different segments of this notional process as it is
required to support operations at the FOL.  The shading in each seg-
ment of Figure 3.4 shows what is prepositioned, giving a compre-
hensive picture of what needs to be moved and when.  The subdivi-
sions imply spatial distribution, sequencing and priority, and time of
delivery.

We have presented the discussion so far in terms of a single support
process.  However, the real interest is in combining all support pro-
cesses into a force/base package, as shown in Figure 3.5.

We expect that different support processes have different subdivi-
sions.  Some may need to be entirely at the FOL, with no part that
can even be on-call (e.g., notional support process B).  Others may
not have any part at a CSL (process E); in others, the proportion in
each segment may vary, along with what can be prepositioned (the
shaded areas).  In contrast, the traditional view of footprint merely

Prepositioned
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(FOR)

FOL
(On-call)

FOL
(IOR)

CSL
FSL

Move

RAND MR1625-3.4

Figure 3.4—Footprint Configuration for a Notional Individual
Support Process
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Support Process

Figure 3.5—Combining Footprint Configurations for Multiple
Support Processes

considers materiel initially deployed to an FOL (i.e., the unshaded
portion of the FOL (IOR) segment).  Failure to consider the many di-
mensions of footprint may lead to incorrect estimation of require-
ments for some support processes as well as inefficient utilization of
scarce lift capability.  The concept of footprint configuration allows
for the traditional reduction in weight and personnel while encom-
passing the other strategies as well.

Footprint configuration allows different process configurations to
interact, either at the force/base or theater level.  If an FSL can be
established with robust transportation for jet engine intermediate
repair, then an FSL for avionics at the same location can use the
transportation links that have already been established.  So, in mak-
ing decisions about how to reconfigure a process, all levels of the
footprint hierarchy need to be considered.
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METRICS FOR EVALUATING FOOTPRINT
CONFIGURATIONS

One advantage of the traditional concept of footprint was that its
measurement was conceptually simple:  mass of materiel and num-
ber of people to be moved.6  In contrast, because the basis of foot-
print configuration is to structure support processes across space
and time, the characteristics of footprint configuration are multidi-
mensional.  The primary goal to be satisfied is speed of deployment
for IOR and FOR so that a given needed capability can reach IOC and
FOC, but transportation resources, risk, and a variety of costs need to
be weighed as well.  We defer any consideration of how these trade-
offs are to be made until Chapter Four; here we enumerate and dis-
cuss which metrics need to be considered.

There are four primary metrics:

•••• Time to IOC and time to FOC for the desired capability.  These
are the key goal for expeditionary operations:  The force must be
deployed and be operational within the time required to deal
with a developing crisis and it must be sustainable to be credible.

•••• Transportation resources required to move the IOR and trans-
portation resources required to move the FOR.  Unless these are
“feasible” (in the sense of being acceptable to the theater
combatant commanders) under a variety of circumstances, ex-
peditionary aerospace forces will not be used.  For crises, the first
is probably more important, whereas in major regional conflicts,
the second would be as or more important.

Achieving desired values on these four metrics require trading off
and controlling several other key metrics:

•••• Materiel mass and personnel moved.  As with footprint alone,
these are still important aspects of support processes beyond
their direct effect on deployment time, because materiel and

______________ 
6As we noted in Chapter Two, this perception is simplistic.  Widespread use of prepo-
sitioning meant that risks and costs for maintenance and storage were involved, al-
though they were rarely made explicit.
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personnel at FOLs are exposed to greater (or at least different
forms of) threat.

•••• Cost.  Both investment and recurring costs are important.  In-
vestment costs are expenses incurred to set up a capability, such
as purchase of materiel, land, and construction costs.  Recurring
costs include the costs of security, maintenance, and periodic
exercises.

•••• Flexibility.  Is the configuration chosen able to support different
kinds of operations under varying circumstances?  Too much
prepositioning could reduce the flexibility to use other FOLs.

•••• Risk.  A series of risk analyses need to be done for any con-
figuration, including risks of depending on transportation, the
vulnerability of FOLs with prepositioned materiel and of central-
ized facilities, political risk, cost risk, and technical risks.

•••• Finally there is the effect on the current peacetime force of pur-
suing a given set of reconfigurations.

For many of these metrics, input from the operations side of the Air
Force will be required.  How much flexibility is needed and how
much can be traded for speed and robustness?  What risks are ac-
ceptable and unacceptable?  What is IOC/IOR?  What are the mis-
sions and operational rates needed?  The close linkage between
operations and logistics that is forged by expeditionary operations
presents a new challenge for the Air Force.7

It is a given in complex decisionmaking that when a number of dif-
ferent metrics and goals are to be simultaneously satisfied, tradeoffs
and compromises will be inevitable.  As noted in Galway et al., 2000,
and Tripp et al., 2000, to accomplish fast deployments with today’s
support processes would require extensive prepositioning that is
both expensive and carries significant political and military risks.
Stocking FSLs with War Reserve Materiel (WRM) in theater can re-
duce some of the risks and costs, but at the price of longer deploy-
ment times and the dependence on assured transportation.

______________ 
7Tripp et al., 2000.
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To make these tradeoffs rigorously requires several different capa-
bilities.  First, all aspects of support must be accounted for.  This is
the role of parameterized UTC lists discussed above.  Second, for any
proposed configuration, we need the capability to evaluate the above
metrics (and any additional ones deemed necessary).  Third, we need
to be able to rank and weight the metrics so that we can make
tradeoffs based on their value to decisionmakers (some high costs
may be paid to get a substantial decrease in deployment time).

Although this project did not attempt to build actual decision sup-
port tools to implement these capabilities, in the next chapter we
discuss some ideas about making these evaluations and tracking
progress.  In that chapter, we point out that this process of reconfig-
uring footprint and making tradeoffs requires both bottom-up and
top-down perspectives:  bottom-up for technical expertise in a given
process and top-down to ensure that any tradeoffs made enhance
overall performance and do not suboptimize one area at a cost to the
whole.
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Chapter Four

DEVELOPING, EVALUATING, AND TRACKING
ALTERNATIVE FOOTPRINT CONFIGURATIONS

As noted above, the goal of rethinking footprint is to speed deploy-
ment and to reduce the use of transportation resources.  Physical
footprint reduction is only one of several strategies to help achieve
this goal, but evaluating complementary strategies such as time-
phasing, support from FSLs, and other methods that extend
processes beyond the FOLs requires a strategic and often cross-
functional perspective that can focus on high-payoff areas, assess
technical risks, allocate resources, and track performance.  Footprint
configuration, the concept introduced in Chapter Three, provides a
framework for developing and evaluating such strategies.

TOOLS FOR RECONFIGURING FOOTPRINT

To implement the reconfiguration of footprint, two related types of
tools are required:

•••• Evaluation tools to help make strategic support decisions.  Given
a proposed footprint configuration and a set of forces and base
infrastructures, these tools evaluate the configuration in terms of
the relevant metrics such as time to deployment, weight, invest-
ment costs, and risk.  This allows decisionmakers to rank alter-
native configurations and to select those that perform well.

•••• Tracking tools to follow the progress in attaining expeditionary
deployment goals for specific force/base combinations, key
UTCs, and key theater warplans to assess how close the Air Force
is to achieving its expeditionary goals.
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As we argued in Chapter Two, the primary focus should be on eval-
uating and tracking key force/base combinations (the middle level of
the footprint hierarchy), since these are the fundamental building
blocks of expeditionary deployments.  Although theater characteris-
tics play a major role in determining force/base configurations (e.g.,
the presence or absence of FSLs is obviously an important determi-
nant of what needs to be moved to the FOLs), once these decisions
are made, theater evaluation and tracking are essentially an aggrega-
tion of the force/base evaluation and tracking.  Similarly, although
UTC evaluation and tracking are fundamental to implementation of
footprint configuration, their role is diagnostic in helping to focus re-
sources and attention on limiting factors affecting performance at
the force/base level.

In the rest of this chapter we will lay out the set of tools required for
each level of the hierarchy.  In the course of this project, we have de-
veloped some prototype tools for specific parts of the problem—tools
that indicate what can be done to provide more comprehensive
analysis.  Where we have not done actual prototyping (especially in
the area of tracking), we provide some ideas about the form of the
tools required and give some suggestions about what should be
tracked.

EVALUATING AND TRACKING FORCE/BASE PACKAGES

As we have argued above, the key requirement for evaluating
force/base packages is the ability to assemble the list of UTCs that
need to be deployed to the base to support the force to be bedded
down.  The list needs to be parameterized by both force characteris-
tics (platform, mission, sortie rates) and by available FOL infrastruc-
ture (shelter, fuel supply system, etc.).  For individual functional ar-
eas, a few other conditions need to be factored into the generation of
the deployment list (e.g., threat level for force protection and civil
engineering).

We developed a prototype of this type of model for civil engineering.
The model begins with data describing the complete list of civil engi-
neering UTCs.  Data for each UTC item include a description of the
capability, its weight in short tons, associated personnel, bulk weight,
and outsize and oversize requirements for lift.  To this, we added
data to further categorize the civil engineering UTC items in terms of
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organization and function, e.g., Prime BEEF teams, RED HORSE
teams, and RED HORSE equipment, firefighting teams and equip-
ment, EOD teams and equipment, and readiness teams and equip-
ment.  Scenario inputs of the model define the assumptions about
FOL capabilities, prepositioned equipment, and threat level.  Rules
built into the model define the conditions under which particular
civil engineering UTCs are selected and the quantity of these to be
included in the deployment package.  For example, the rules would
define the specific Prime BEEF UTCs and quantities for one deployed
squadron to an FOL requiring the setup of bare base facilities.  The
number of readiness team UTCs would depend on the selected
specified level of threat.  If heavy construction were required in the
scenario, the appropriate RED HORSE team UTCs would be added.
If the scenario called for follow-on squadrons, requiring increments
of Prime BEEF support, the appropriate follow-on UTC would be
added to the deployment list.  Figure 4.1 illustrates the process in the
abstract; actual use of the spreadsheet to evaluate the deployment
performance of different packages requires selection of a scenario
and other parameters.  The development and use of this type of au-
tomated deployment list process is crucial to the evaluation of im-
provements in footprint configuration and should be useful for
quickly developing at least preliminary TPFDD lists for real deploy-
ments.

Evaluation

Given a similar capability for all support (and operational) areas, a
list of UTCs could be generated for any given force/base package.
Building on these data, an evaluation tool could allow decisionmak-
ers to modify the deployment list by selecting new or alternative
UTCs or by modifying selected UTCs (based on UTC-specific reengi-
neering) to allow pieces of UTCs to be time-phased, prepositioned,
or deployed to an FSL instead of the FOL.  Such decisions would
change the ultimate package deployed and would be reflected in the
key metrics of time to IOC and deployment resources computed by
the tool.  Figure 4.2 shows the notional structure of the broader tool.
A set of requirements models for different support processes sit at
the center (and interact, so that personnel changes in one support
area, for example, are reflected in billeting).  Requirements parame-
ters (force and mission characteristics, technological changes, etc.)
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Figure 4.1—Model Process to Develop UTC Lists for Specific Scenarios and
FOL Characteristics

are inputs to the model, and the outputs are, depending on the sup-
port options chosen, the size and movement requirements.  This
type of model could be used to examine the effect of process
changes, support options, and technological innovations.1

In some sense, this is like a TPFDD generation system (and could be
built from one), although the aim here is to look at overall measures
of deployment and make decisions among alternative strategies to
improve those measures.

After evaluation, one configuration (choice of FSL functions, prepo-
sitioning, technological development) must be selected.  To select
one that performs well across the multiple metrics proposed,  the
RAND-developed DynaRank Decision Support System2 is ideal.  This
tool, an EXCEL add-on, is a scorecard development tool; it allows the

______________ 
1Tripp et al., 1999.
2Hillestad and Davis, 1998.
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Figure 4.2—Evaluation Tool for Force/Base Package

user to specify a hierarchy of metrics (which appear as columns), and
options to be compared (which appear as rows).  This forms the basis
for the desired scorecard structure.  The cells corresponding to per-
formance of the given option on a single metric can then be filled in
automatically by tying models of the type described earlier or other
databases to the DynaRank scorecard.  Scorecard manipulation
functions allow the decisionmaker, who has control over which met-
rics are most important, to select multiple options to be sorted,
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ranked, and displayed by individual metric performance or aggregate
weighted performance.  Cost can be treated as a special metric if
cost-effectiveness comparisons are desired.  With DynaRank, differ-
ent footprint configurations can be evaluated and decisionmakers
can select those that provide the best expeditionary support.

Tracking

Once specific footprint configuration decisions have been made,
tracking progress at the force/base level is then straightforward.  As
footprint configuration changes are implemented (new technology,
new equipment, the development of FSLs with a corresponding re-
duction in support process components that are positioned at the
FOL), the amount of materiel that needs to be deployed for IOR will
decrease and so will time to IOC and deployment resources required.
It is useful to organize the configuration options and improvements
into a scorecard type of display that shows how they “score” on many
of the metrics.  The scorecard can also be used to show performance
on measures that are more subjective, such as risk and flexibility.
Additional rows to the illustrated scorecard would show and track
additional years as further improvements or changes are made in
footprint configuration.  Of course, it will be important to keep op-
erations, FOL capabilities, and threat conditions the same in the
multiyear comparisons because changes in assumptions about these
may have a much larger effect on footprint configuration perfor-
mance than improvements in the configuration.

Such changes can be represented to senior decisionmakers either in
graphical or tabular form (Table 4.1).

The final question is which force/base packages need to be tracked.
For the near future, the warm base type of infrastructure will con-
tinue to be important, especially for forces such as the 366th AEW.
For fast-breaking operations to areas where warm bases are not pre-
pared, the international airport base infrastructure will be key.  The
stated goal of the EAF, of course, is to be able to deploy even to very
austere bare bases, but the analysis presented in previous chapters
and the other research cited indicate that the timelines to deploy a
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Table 4.1

Tabular Tracking of Force/Base Package (Notional)

Footprint Time (hrs) Resources

Year Force Base
Short
Tons PAX

Short
Tons/

Aircraft IOC FOC

Transport-
ation (C-17

Equiv.)
2001 F-15E ground

attack w/
GBU-10

Bare 5089.4+ 1100 283+ 105+ 113

2003 F-15E ground
attack w/
GBU-10

Bare 4569.3+ 950 253.8+ 90+ 101

substantial force to such a base is currently somewhat outside the
notional goal.3

For fighter packages, current planning suggests that the following are
the most important:

•••• Full squadrons of F-15Es (ground attack), F-16CJs for suppres-
sion of enemy air defenses (SEAD) and either or both F-15s and
F-16s for air-to-air.

•••• The “canonical” ASETF:  12 each of F-15Es, F-15Cs, and F-16CJs,
for a small, balanced package of capability.

•••• A six-ship package of F-15s or F-16s for air-to-air.4

It would also be of interest to consider airlift, surveillance/
reconnaissance, and bomber deployments (the 366th has done the
latter in its deployment planning).  The combination of the three
base infrastructures with the force/mission packages above should

______________ 
3This is true for fighter-intensive packages.  Of course, the types of force packages that
are deployed to bare bases could be kept small or restricted to humanitarian-type op-
erations, with a corresponding reduction in time to IOC.
4This stems from the parallel interest of the Air Force in dispersed operations; current
thinking appears to be that forces should be dispersed in such a way as to provide
four-ship flights from a single location, which means a six-ship deployment.  This is
not official Air Force policy at this time and is the subject of much discussion.
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provide a comprehensive view of how well the Air Force could carry
out expeditionary operations over a wide spectrum of situations.

One final point of emphasis:  This tracking should be done in terms
of generic deployments, not actual ones.  In this way, attention is fo-
cused on the strategic problems of expeditionary support, not on de-
tails of specific bases and units.   We expect these assessments to play
a major role in such specific plans as well, but their role here is to
inform overall capabilities.

EVALUATING AND TRACKING INDIVIDUAL UTCs

Most of the work in reengineering and reconfiguring specific UTCs
will reside with the functional area experts at the MAJCOMs and pilot
units.  In most cases, tracking UTCs will be diagnostic in purpose, to
help identify promising areas of attack for improving the perfor-
mance at the force/base level.

Evaluation tools can help at this level as well:  Previous RAND re-
search on EAF support has used models that can derive specific sup-
port capabilities from operational requirements.  For example, RAND
researchers developed a munitions model that can estimate the
equipment and personnel required for the buildup and loading of
weapons given operational sortie and mission requirements.5  RAND
also developed a prototype fuel model to simulate transfer and fuel-
ing; the model includes personnel, vehicles, pipelines, alternative
types of refueling vehicles as well as various forms of fuel storage,
and the use of air refueling.  Given the operational requirement in
terms of sortie rate, the model calculates the manpower and number
of refueling trucks of various types required.6

These types of models can be used by UTC managers to design and
to optimize UTCs and UTC groupings for a given operational capa-
bility.  They can also make apparent the effect of operational re-
quirements on reducing or increasing certain equipment in the

______________ 
5This model was developed by RAND to compute munitions requirement.  In its pre-
sent form, it does not compute the requirement by unit type code but rather by spe-
cific munitions or equipment.  See Tripp et al., 1999; Amouzegar et al., 2000.
6This model is also documented in Tripp et al., 1999.
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deployment package.  To facilitate the reengineering of UTCs, such
models should be developed for many UTCs. In some cases, they will
be driven by sortie rates; in other cases, by the number of people
deployed; and in still other cases, by a specification of risk and threat
to the FOL.

As with force/base packages, the UTCs can also be tracked and, as
with the force/base level, this raises the question of which UTCs to
track.  Clearly one category contains the heaviest UTCs:  munitions,
civil engineering, Harvest Falcon, and vehicles.  However, although
these categories would provide the biggest payoff for a given per-
centage reduction, there may be little scope for reducing deployment
requirements other than by prepositioning material in functional
areas such as civil engineering and vehicles.  The costs and risks
must be assessed by the functional areas themselves.

High-technology areas such as medical and communications are
also keys for tracking.  Current civilian technological advances could
have substantial effects on these areas; Unfortunately, these areas
are not a major part of the overall footprint.

Some critical support processes are not organic to the Air Force at all.
These include ground-based air defense (“point defense”) and the-
ater missile defense.  However, these systems can be heavy and are,
by our definition, part of the footprint of an airbase in that they are
required in some circumstances to commence and sustain opera-
tions.  It may therefore be a good idea for the Air Force to track their
deployability as well.

EVALUATING AND TRACKING THEATER FOOTPRINT
CONFIGURATION

Operational commanders and support planners at the theater level
are interested in the deployment and beddown of a large force at
multiple sites throughout a theater and in being prepared for several
different scenarios.  However, with the force/base level understood
(including the presence of theater-level facilities such as FSLs), eval-
uating and tracking the theater-level performance of footprint con-
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figurations is then a matter of aggregating the performance at the
relevant individual bases.7

For tracking strategic improvements in footprint configuration above
the theater level, it may be useful to define a set of generic theaters
with operational requirements that approximate real theaters but
that do not have the specific tailoring associated with the base details
of a real theater (how many fire trucks exist at each base, available
maintenance facilities, spare housing, etc.).  As with force/base
packages and individual UTCs, progress at the theater level can be
tracked (Table 4.2).

The general procedure suggested here can also be used to track de-
ployment performance in actual theaters as well, of course, and
would probably be attractive to individual MAJCOMs.  In this case,
both strategic support planning and actual warplanning would be
working within the same framework and with the same data—a co-
ordination that would make comparisons much easier.

We would expect theater-level tracking to change dynamically with
the emergence or reduction of specific threats or conflict situations.
Theater infrastructure would probably have a longer lifetime

Table 4.2

Tracking Theater Footprint Configuration (Notional)

Footprint
FSL

Footprint

Time
(hrs)

Year Theater Scenario

Short

Tons PAX

Short

Tons/

Aircraft IOC FOC

Transport-

ation (C-17

Equiv.)

2001 Thailand Near-peer

invasion

40,000+ 12,103 100 178 509+

2003 Thailand Near-peer

invasion

36,000+ 10,356 90 178

______________ 
7If centralized theater support (for repair, supply, RED HORSE teams, etc.) or CONUS
support is available, the theater-level model must remove those items from the base
lists and determine the appropriate levels at the centralized location or CONUS, ac-
counting for economies of scale and transportation pipelines.  The theater-level model
should also account for the varying deployment times of units to the theater bases
(time-phasing of the footprint configuration).
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(although in its planning stage, the techniques suggested here could
assess robustness over different scenarios) and may constrain the
ability to meet some specific metric goals for new situations.  How-
ever, the use of a common set of assumptions and data should pro-
vide broad confidence in the results at all levels of the footprint hier-
archy.

SUMMARY

Much of the Air Force’s effort to reduce deployment time and re-
sources has focused on physical footprint reduction, and mainly
within individual functional communities.  However, although those
communities have achieved reductions by policy changes and appli-
cation of technology, they have also used other strategies such as
time-phasing and centralized theater support processes.  We argued
in the previous chapter that to use all of these strategies in a coherent
fashion, the Air Force should use the concept of footprint configura-
tion.  However, this more complex concept is multidimensional (in
that multiple metrics are needed to describe configurations), and
this in turn means that more complex evaluation tools are needed to
help decisionmakers choose among configurations.  The interaction
of support processes and the need to take into account economies of
scale for facilities such as FSLs also argue for strong centralized co-
ordination of reconfiguration activities, including evaluation, plan-
ning, resource allocation, and tracking.  Although there is legitimate
interest in the UTC and theater level, the force/base level emerges as
the critical focus for evaluating support for expeditionary operations.
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Chapter Five

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Air Force is committed to the EAF concept and the radical
transformation that it requires in the entire Air Force “culture.”  A
central facet of this transformation will be the ability to deploy ca-
pable forces quickly to a wide variety of base types.  As is evident
from the studies cited in Chapter One, there is concern about how
quickly even small aerospace forces can deploy to austere locations,
at least with current equipment and support processes.  Given these
concerns and the research reported here, we draw two broad con-
clusions from our work.

First, although one way to achieve faster deployment is to reduce the
raw footprint, this method is only one strategy among many to help
speed deployment.  The functional areas of the support community
have realized that there is more to speeding deployment than simple
weight reduction and they are in fact using several different strate-
gies, even when not actually reducing the physical mass of support.
What is needed is a framework that includes all the promising
strategies so that tradeoffs in deployment time, costs, and risks can
be made across strategies and functional areas, allowing selection of
a portfolio of strategies that reduce deployment time for forces, not
individual support processes alone.  This has led us to the concept of
footprint configuration described in Chapter Three.1

Second, the focus of footprint (re)configuration efforts for the Air
Force should be at what we have termed the force/base level.  Al-

______________ 
1Similar strategies are being discussed and implemented in other services as well.
See, for example, Peltz, Halliday, and Hartman, forthcoming.
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though assessment of the feasibility of specific process changes
needs to be done at the UTC (or functional level), expecting each
functional area to reconfigure itself will likely lead to more of the
same problems noted in Chapter Two when simple reduction is the
goal:  There will be a tendency for each area to try to meet its own
goal as best it can, even by getting rid of certain capabilities that still
need to be provided by someone else.  Since the primary goal is to
speed deployment of a force to a base, the effect of any given change
must be measured and accepted or rejected on the basis of its per-
formance at this level.  Similarly, although strategic decisionmakers
at the MAJCOM are primarily interested in the resources required by
a theater, the theater is composed of forces deploying to selected
bases, so the force/base level is key to the assessment of the theater
as well.  Even the use of centralized facilities for WRM storage, repair,
and transportation needs to be linked to the effects of deploying to
individual bases.

We therefore make the following recommendations to act on these
conclusions:

Develop a comprehensive, parameterized list of UTCs needed to
deploy given force capabilities to different base infrastructures.
The input parameters would include the platforms, roles, intensity of
flying, base attributes, and aspects such as threat to the FOL for a
generic force/base.  The list would select from a comprehensive list of
current UTCs (both reengineered and standard, as desired).  This
capability is absolutely central to expeditionary planning, even if the
Air Force restricts itself to simple footprint reduction, in that it allows
the tracking of speed of deployment for a range of forces and desti-
nations.  Such a standardized list could provide a starting point for
MAJCOM planning, longer-range strategic planning, wargaming, etc.
Although it is emphatically not a replacement for deliberate war-
plans, it should serve to speed the development of those plans and to
serve as an objective check on their completeness.  Such a list, when
operationally tested and trusted,2 is a central need for an expedi-

______________ 
2We emphasize the need to test these lists to ensure that they are complete and oper-
ationally credible, otherwise they will (rightly) be ignored by the planning and opera-
tional communities.
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tionary force.3  For the reasons given above, we do not recommend
using historical or current TPFDDs directly for this purpose, al-
though they can serve as valuable checks.

Adopt the concept of footprint configuration as an organizing prin-
ciple for restructuring support processes.  As we pointed out in
Chapter Two, various functional communities are already using
some of the techniques described in Chapter Three.  By being able to
organize all of the strategies in a common framework with a clear set
of metrics, the selection of appropriate strategies for individual sup-
port processes will be easier.

Exercise more centralized control of UTC development.  Because
there is a primary global metric, deployment time, and because dif-
ferent support processes have different masses and reconfiguration
options, we believe that more centralization to direct and evaluate
efforts is important.  Currently, most of the responsibility for making
process changes resides at the pilot unit for each UTC.  Although the
involvement of process experts is key, because the goal is the de-
ployment of a complete force package there needs to be central
oversight of the allocation of reengineering effort.4  The MAJCOM
and Air Staff provide some oversight and coordination, but currently
no one evaluates the effects of individual proposed changes on
force/base package deployments and then allocates resources to
those approaches with the biggest payoff at the force/base level.  This
broad evaluation can be done only above the UTC level and cannot
be done by pilot units; it should be the responsibility of MAJCOMs
and the Air Staff.

Track changes in deployment speed and other major metrics for
selected force packages/base infrastructure combinations to eval-
uate progress.  Given the conclusions and above recommendations,
it follows that the way to track progress in footprint reconfiguration
is to track the speed of deployment (and other relevant performance
metrics) for a selected set of forces and base infrastructures.  Some
suggestions for the former would be some single-MDS squadrons,
the canonical 36-ship ASETF, the current “pop-up” forces led by the

______________ 
3It is telling that Air Staff studies on the feasibility of ASETF deployment have gener-
ated such a list several times from scratch.
4Hess and Wermund, 1992.
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366th and the 4th Fighter Wing, and perhaps some single-MDS six-
ship packages.  For base infrastructures, it seems advisable to use at
least a generic international airport and bare base.

It has been suggested that it would be instructive to evaluate the im-
provement in footprint since the inception of the EAF concept in the
mid-1990s.  As noted above, the lack of a set of parameterized UTC
lists is a major obstacle.  Moreover, from the partial analyses of
Chapter Two, it seems clear that severe data problems would require
extensive work to overcome, particularly in establishing the
“baseline” footprint.  Further, it seems likely that there has been a
slight overall increase, primarily because of changes in requirements
(e.g., fire risk), even as some specific areas have at least reduced the
mass of IOR.

Set up a system to aggregate the force/base evaluations to theater
level for current warplans and for strategic support planning for
proposed plans.  As with the force/base evaluations, this would track
changes in deployment speed, time to IOC, and deployment re-
sources, but now for a theaterwide plan for basing and employing
expeditionary forces.  However, other metrics would also be impor-
tant at this level, including permanent infrastructure expenditures
and assessments of availability and vulnerability of the infrastruc-
ture.  In the current defense structure, these evaluations are clearly of
interest to the MAJCOMs supporting the several geographic combat-
ant commanders, and each would probably wish to set up its own
tracking system using actual theater plans.  But recent events such as
the operations in Kosovo and Afghanistan have indicated that many
major operations will draw operational forces and support from sev-
eral combatant commanders and so a corporate tracking system to
evaluate all warplans for review as a whole by senior Air Force lead-
ership may be an emerging necessity.  As with coordinating UTC de-
velopment centrally, this will be a move toward more centralized
overview of a support system that is increasingly seen in global
terms.5

Develop tools to help decisionmakers evaluate and select among
alternative footprint configurations.  We presented some prototype

______________ 
5Tripp et al., 1999.
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tools in Chapter Four that use data at the UTC level and, depending
on some selections of footprint configuration, evaluate some of the
metrics proposed in Chapter Three.  Such a tool (together with the
parameterized UTC lists advocated above) would allow analysts to
evaluate quickly many different footprint configurations rigorously.
Because we do not expect there to be a configuration that dominates
in all metrics simultaneously, decisionmakers will also need tools to
organize the results of evaluating different configurations to allow
them to weight the results of individual metrics and come to a final
decision.  This is in line with the view that logistics must become a
strategic planning function in an expeditionary world.6

______________ 
6Tripp et al., 2000.
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